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Our School Context
Faughart Community National School (Faughart CNS) is a multi-denominational, coeducational primary school which accepts students of all faiths and none. The vision
for Faughart CNS is of a welcoming, diverse and dynamic school that provides a
quality learning experience with the learner as a core.

• Editing and selecting what to include in the research lesson: We found we had prepared
more material and content than we cover in one lesson. This will enable us to build on
the work that children covered during the research lesson.
• Preparation of resources: We prepared a combination of paper, digital and concrete
resources.

Teachers’ Reflections on the project

Our Goal
Fostering a learning environment where:
• All pupils are capable of engaging in maths lessons in an effective way
• Flexibility of thinking is encouraged
• Every child is a mathematician - Maths is everywhere and for everyone
• Pupils learn socially from each other - constructivism is encouraged
• The can-do attitude among pupils
• develop perseverance in all pupils and abilities

Research Question
How can pupils connect and apply place value concepts to practical length
tasks?

Planning Process
Place value provides a foundation from which complex
math skills are developed. As a school, we've been focusing
on helping students develop this foundation. We noticed
from analysing our standardised test scores that children
were experiencing difficulty with the measures strand. We
realised that this might have been linked to their
understanding or knowledge of place value.
Curriculum
As a multigrade school, differentiating within the
curriculum is an ongoing challenge. We saw Lesson Study
as an opportunity to explore our practice within this
setting. We spent some time identifying where we could
make links between different class levels between the areas of place value and measures.
We felt that a practical approach might best facilitate differentiation.
PDST manuals
We explored various PDST manuals,
including 'Maths Eyes' to highlight possible
activities and practical tasks that could be
included within the lesson.
Assessment
We decided to provide students with an
opportunity for self-assessment through the
use of a rubric. We asked the children to
share their learning with a focus on process
and strategies, rather than “the right
answer”.
Managing Lesson Study within a small school
• We watched the Catherine Lewis video in which she explains the process of Lesson
Study.
• We discussed Lesson Study during Croke park and additional staff meetings.
• We also met informally to discuss the plan and create resources.
• Each staff member took shared responsibility for various aspects of the project and
contributed towards the preparation of the lesson.
Additional activities
• Children engaged in pre-lesson study activities in class, e.g. measurement and length,
and mental maths strategies

Key learning
• Importance of planning for possible challenges that may
arise during the lessons
• Opportunity to get ideas from all teachers and work
together- with time constraints & the nature of working as
a small staff- we needed more time together in order to
make the most of the collaborative opportunities
• Make the focus of the lesson more specific- the warm-up
activities could be scaled back
• The children worked in a way which was in keeping with
our overarching goal, and all were engaged in the learning
activities that were planned
• We experienced the frustration that there were important
activities, for example, self-reflection at the end of the
lesson, which the children didn’t get to engage in. This is
something to consider for future cycles.
• Thematic approaches which include maths, such as the planned sequence of lessons, is
an engaging way for pupils to learn.
• When you put maths into the real world, it shows children that maths is useful for
everyday life
• The chosen practical task allowed opportunities for pupils to engage in and demonstrate
critical thinking, for example, one pupil questioned: "Should shoes be included in the
height measurement?"
• Opportunities for socially constructivist learning was evident where pupils supported
each other's learning & learned from each other.
Implications of Lesson Study for whole school teaching of mathematics
• Lesson Study highlighted possible links and connections between the different curricula,
using a thematic approach
• Continue to plan engaging tasks which allow pupils to spend time discussing and
sharing their learning
• To further consider practical approaches to support inclusivity in maths, such as those
used in this research lesson, where all pupils are included and actively involved in
learning experiences.
Opportunities
• Lesson Study provided an opportunity for teachers of different class levels to explore the
curriculum at a level different from their own. This gave colleagues an appreciation of
how children’s learning is expected to develop.
• The approach we took in our research lesson allowed for the inclusion of all pupils of all
abilities. This practical approach is something we can apply in future in other topics
where we are working towards inclusive practice.
Challenges
• As a small school, it isn't straightforward to organise a time to meet- it was very
challenging to meet face to face
• Collective decision-making is something which could have been done differently to
allow greater collaboration & to allow us to create and review the resources together
which we feel is essential
• We had prepared more content than could be covered in one lesson.
Possible solutions
• We utilised Croke park hours and staff meeting to discuss Lesson Study.
• To extend Lesson Study over a longer time frame to allow face to face collaboration and
dialogue
• We now have a detailed scheme that we have developed collaboratively, which can be
used for various class levels and across many curriculum subjects including Science,
History, Art and SPHE.
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